Module months_links (blog or cms archive) can't display more than 12 months

Module months_links is expected to show links to the months in the last year where posts occurred, but also display a link to the previous years, so that the user can click to the previous year to list the months that hold posts, etc.

The user expected to be able to list all months where there were posts, from the previous years, but it only display posts from the last 12 months.
The rows param by default gets the value 10 (like month october, our current month by the time of this writing)
Increasing the value shows more links (from previous years). However, it seems that Value max="-1" (show all posts, with no max limit) doesn't fetch them all.

Solution
Cheap fix in r48312:

- make the default 120 rows (10 years) instead of just 12 rows (1 year) when max="-1", for instance.
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I know this needs data to be able to test and maybe show is not the best place but is there somewhere on DEV or Doc that we can see this in action. Could you add a few links and screenshots to help out?
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